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ABSTRACT

Beginning in 1973 the Armed Forces implemented an All Volunteer Force recruitment policy. Since then, the Armed Forces have relied heavily upon propensity studies in order to make recruitment policy decisions. By aligning with the adage "the best predictor of the future is the past", this study used past recruit's home addresses in order to develop models designed to predict areas of recruitment instead of relying upon propensity studies. Descriptive and inferential statistics were used to create and evaluate both non-spatial and spatial auto correlated models to determine the best method for predicting recruitment. Ultimately, the research conclusively found that different areas of the country are inclined to recruitment; suggesting the use of statistical measures based on Home of Record information instead of propensity studies is a better method for predicting recruitment.
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Overview

As the United States and the Air Force struggle to pay for the Global War on Terrorism, new equipment, rising health care costs, and retirement pensions, efforts are being made to transform the Air Force into a more efficient organization. This transformation effort has led to force shaping initiatives (downsizing), Base Realignment and Closings, and also organizational embracement of Sigma Six techniques in order to reduce waste. With waste reduction in mind, today’s Air Force leaders could use an accurate model to predict where people are joining its ranks, allowing them to better utilize their resources.

The end of the draft in 1973 signaled the beginning of the Department of Defense’s (DoD) sole reliance on an All-Volunteer Force (AVF) to fill its ranks. Since then, military leaders and Congress have continually questioned the quality and quantity of new recruits, as the need for high-quality recruits is essential in order to maintain the military’s high-tech weaponry and support equipment. For many, leaders have viewed the AVF as a success because every year since its inception the armed forces have met their recruitment goal, except for 1979 and 1999 (Fernandez, 1987). However, what is often overlooked is an
overall steadily decline in enlistment propensity (a person's likelihood of enlistment) for the last thirty years.

Youth propensity studies have been the mainstay for recruitment prediction since the inception of the AVF. These studies focus on individual's socioeconomic status, gender, and race. In terms of geography, these studies generally group propensity trends into large regions of the United States but fail to look any closer than the state level. It is this arena that this study aims to improve by defining areas where strong recruitment aptitude exists instead of globalizing the geographic characteristics of recruitment propensity. By defining which geographic areas are promote recruitment, this study will attempt to accomplish what the propensity studies can not: predict areas where recruitment is most likely to occur.

To facilitate this endeavor, I plan to utilize the previous propensity studies' findings as a foundation and build upon it by adding "distance" to prediction methods. Using a wide variety of statistical techniques, this study seeks to enrich propensity studies by adding a geographic component to enlistment trends. Through the use of Geographical Information Systems technology these demographic patterns will be graphically displayed and analyzed to identify any social-spatial relationships that exist. By providing new methodologies to analyze the social-economic geography of past recruitment, the
ultimate goal of this study is to create an accurate predictive model for future recruitment efforts.

Research Question and Hypothesis

By looking beyond the propensity studies' socioeconomic recruitment factors, a thesis written by Jackson (1999) found that nearly half of all military recruits had a parent who was a veteran of the armed forces. Furthermore, I assumed that active-duty military and veterans have a tendency to live in close proximity to military installations, which serve as a place for employment, medical treatment, lower food costs, and a sense of home. Therefore, by using military installations as a static point of reference for high concentrations of active-duty and veteran personnel and assuming the installation's "military" influence decreases as distance increases, maybe it is possible to spatially predict enlistment. Hence, the overarching question for my thesis is summed up as, "Is distance to a military installation a better predictor of enlistment than traditional methods?"

My hypothesis is that using distance to military installations as a "grouping method" will prove to be a better predictor of enlistment than using the traditional political boundary grouping method. This study will set out
trying to reject the null hypothesis, which is, "Distance to a military installation is not a significant predictor of recruitment."

**Geographic Properties, Study Area, Data Acquisition and Methods**

This section outlines the study’s statistical sources and defines the geographic properties, study area, data, and methods used to test the research question.

**Geographic Properties**

In order to execute many of the statistical measures in this study, the use of geographic information systems was needed. The principal software used in this study was Environmental Systems Research Institute (ESRI) ArcGIS 9.1. A template was created using the North American 1983 Geographic Coordinate System datum along with the USA Contiguous Equidistance Conic projection. Standard parallels for the projection are located on the 33rd and the 45th parallels. Furthermore, the template’s map units were set to “meters”, thus, all distance measurements and geostatistical calculations were generated using these geographic properties.

**Study Area**
Much concern was given to the study's spatial extent. Ultimately, the decision was made to focus on the contiguous United States (CONUS). Puerto Rico, Alaska, and Hawaii were considered but deemed inappropriate because of their geographic features. The islands were dismissed because anyone who joined the service from those locations would live near a military installation due to lack of these land mass. Alaska was dismissed for the opposite reason as it contains vast ranges of uninhabited areas. In short, because spatial proximity is a central component to this study, these territories needed to be removed from the study area else, their geographic properties were believed to skew the distance results.

In order to test the research question, CONUS was subdivided into two main datasets. The first dataset, labeled "counties", is comprised of the CONUS' county political boundaries (obtained from the Bureau of Transportation Statistics). This dataset was further subdivided into its urban and rural segments using a Bureau of Census Urbanized Areas shapefile. The resulting dataset contained 3,904 areal units representing the urban and rural segments of each county within CONUS (See Figure 1). The second dataset, labeled "buffers", divided CONUS into equidistance buffers surrounding military installations. This was created by first obtaining a shapefile from the Bureau of Transportation Statistics that contained all military installations currently being managed by the
Department of Interior. This shapefile was then compared to a list of major military installations found on the DoD’s “Sites” website. The shapefile was edited to contain only those installations that were included on the DoD’s list. Then, buffers were created at ten kilometer distances surrounding these military installations until the entire CONUS area was covered. Lastly, this buffer shapefile was subdivided once more using the same Bureau of Census Urbanized Areas shapefile used by the counties group. The resulting buffer shapefile
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**Figure 1:** County Urban and Rural Extent
Figure 2: Buffer Urban and Rural Extent

contained 4,862 areal units, which divided CONUS into urban and rural ten-kilometer buffers (See Figure 2). A more detailed description of the creation of the buffer shapefile is included in the Data Manipulation chapter.

Data Acquisition

The study’s primary data source was obtained from the Air Force Recruitment Services. This contained “Home of Record” information (the address where a recruit lived at the time of enlistment) for every recruit that
enlisted for Fiscal Years 2002 (HoR2002), 2003 (HoR2003), and 2004 (HoR2004). A fiscal year (FY) spans from October 1 through September 30. The Home of Record information is vital in that it illustrates an event that occurred in space and time, which is where someone was recruited.

Obtaining the demographic data from the Air Force Recruitment Services for each recruit would have been ideal for this study; however, due to privacy concerns this was not a plausible option. Therefore, the next-best source for demographic data was the Census 2000 SF3 dataset. The census demographic data were used to replicate the environment that promoted these events to occur. The crux of this study is to analyze these events and the environment surrounding them to determine if there is an underlying process that caused them to happen. If a process is identified then predicting future events is possible.

**Methods**

Building upon the propensity studies research and using the framework within GIS, the methods employed will serve to construct spatial statistical models of socio-economic conditions in CONUS using the HoR2002 and HoR2003 data. These methods will be combined into two separate groups. The first group’s methods assume no spatial autocorrelation exists within the data
and the second group’s methods assume spatial autocorrelation. In general, spatial autocorrelation is a numerical description that illustrates the interdependency among variables another across a spatial plane.

For the first section, Statistical Package for Social Sciences version 13.0 (SPSS) software will be used to evaluate the data using multiple linear regression, principal component analysis (PCA), and then another multiple linear regression using the results of the PCA. For the second group’s methods will include point pattern analysis techniques using Nearest Neighbor, Moran’s I and Getis’ Ord GI, an ordinary kriging method, and Geographic Weighted Regression. The point pattern analysis and kriging techniques will utilize ESRI’s ArcGIS geostatistical software whereas the Geographic Weighted Regression will be conducted through Geographic Weighted Regression 3.0 software. The rationale behind using these six techniques is that the first group’s methods can easily be found within social science research, indicating a general acceptance for these techniques. Furthermore, the second group’s methods have taken hold in geography research but are still quiet sparse in the social science arena. Therefore, as a geographer I want to ensure that cutting edge spatial statistical techniques are compared against traditional social science methods in order to answer the question at hand.
Each of these methods will be conducted on both the control group (Counties) and the experimental group (Buffers) and the results will be compared and contrasted to each other to determine if the experimental group has better predictability than the control group.

**Thesis Outline**

In seeking to disprove the null hypothesis, this thesis is organized as follows. In Chapter 2, I review past literature in order to determine explore past works in recruitment research, distance decay theory, and geographic reference within propensity studies which will provide a roadmap for my research. In Chapter 3, I provide a detailed account of data acquisition and manipulation so that the study can be sufficiently validated. Chapter 4 contains the first portion of the data analysis which investigates the data using aspatial predictive methods which are: Multiple linear regression, a common statistical technique utilized for prediction which will also serve as a baseline by which all other methods will be compared; Principal Component Analysis (PCA), which minimizes the correlation between the independent variables; Multiple Linear Regression using the PCA results. Chapter 5 dissects the data with these spatial predictive methods: Point pattern analysis using Nearest Neighbor, Moran's I,
and Getis' $G$, designed to locate geographic hotspots and cold spots; kriging; and Geographic Weighted Regression.

Geographic weighted regression, kriging and point pattern analysis could prove to be a better prediction device than the multiple linear regression models
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**Figure 3:** Methodology Flow Chart

if spatial autocorrelation is found to be intrinsic within the data (See Figure 3).

Testing the chapter 4 and 5 models using the HoR2004 dataset will be the focal
point for chapter 6 and ultimately decide which model best predicts recruitment.

Lastly, Chapter 7 will serve as the conclusion chapter which will highlight the research's strengths, weaknesses, and suggestions for further research.

Significance

Currently, the Air Force has implemented many different measures to entice people to join its ranks which range from enlistment bonuses to accelerated promotions, costing the Air Force millions of dollars annually. If this study's findings can be used to focus the limited Air Force recruitment monies into those geographic areas that are likely to produce recruits, then it is believed the Air Force would receive a greater return on their investment.

This study will benefit society at large in three main ways. First, it will give military recruiters a tool which will help them identify those areas which they should focus their attention. Next, it will benefit the military at large as it will help ensure that tomorrow's force will continue to be filled by high-quality recruits and not fall victim to gaps in recruitment numbers. Lastly, it will benefit the American taxpayer, as the monies used by the DoD will be spent more wisely.
CHAPTER 2 – LITERATURE REVIEW

This chapter consists of four sections. The first section will briefly describe recruitment history and the second section will address the attributes and characteristics of distance decay theory. The third section will illustrate how previous propensity studies have depicted geographic variation and the last section will concentrate on the various demographic patterns that propensity studies have cited as recruitment predictors.

Recruitment History

Malownowski (2005) expressed that, “failure to understand the [recruitment] past may cloud our judgment as recruiters view the future” (p. 349). The characteristics surrounding the United States’ recruitment policies have varied through the course of American history with the two most significant strategies being conscription and volunteerism. Prior to World War II, the United States armed forces sustained a relatively small active force with the majority being in the Navy. During times of crisis, the United States called upon volunteers and also initiated the draft, or conscription services to fill its war-time needs. However, at the conclusion of World War II the small-active-force philosophy changed significantly as the United States maintained a large
garrison force designed to deter aggression. During this period, conscription and volunteerism were both viable means of joining the service. This recruitment philosophy changed near the end of the Vietnam War era when the draft ceased and the AVF policy was instituted.

To ensure the armed forces continued to maintain its supply of new recruits, the DoD developed the Youth Attitude and Tracking Survey (YATS) which was given a survey to nearly 10,000 16-24 year olds between the years of 1975-1999 (Malinowski, 2005). This was the beginning of the propensity era, where the United States armed forces became concerned about a person’s likelihood of serving on active duty. Due of its long history, Malinowski claims the YATS data was given considerable weight in the recruitment arena (Malinowski, 2005, p. 353), which explains why many recruitment research utilize these data.

In addition to the DoD’s YATS data, the Monitoring the Future (MtF) project also serves as a resource for recruitment research (www.monitoringthefuture.org). Currently in its 32nd concurrent year of service, the MtF project is conducted by the University of Michigan annually and provides a source for social scientists studying the behavior and attitudes of today’s youth. The MtF survey has been given to approximately 20,000 teens
each year. In reference to military service, they are asked if they "'definitely will',
'probably will', 'probably won't', 'definitely won't' serve in the military" (Malinowski,

Since the inception of the AVF, there have been two instances where the
armed forces failed to meet their recruitment objectives. The first, and most
severe, occurred in 1979 where the steadily deterioration of recruiting and high-
quality recruits threatened AVF policies (Asch 2005). To curb the deterioration
effects, Congress passed dramatic laws which significantly increased the military
base pay in Fiscal Years 1980 and in 1981 and the Montgomery G.I. Bill was
enacted, providing enhanced educational opportunities to service personnel.
These drastic measures reversed the 1979 recruitment deterioration and allowed
the armed forces met their recruitment quotas for another twenty years. In 1999,
a less-severe recruitment crisis arose when the Air Force and Army failed to meet
their goals. This crisis was cut short when Congress passed the Fiscal Year 2000
National Defense Authorization Act, which increased military pay, increased
bonus ceilings, reformed military retirement options, and raised special incentive
pay (Asch 2005). With the AVF being the sole source for military accession for
over thirty years, it continues to be the mainstay of United States recruitment
policy and with continual youth propensity monitoring, leaders are capable of adjusting incentives to meet current and future recruitment needs.

Distance Decay

"Under the umbrella of spatial interaction and distance-decay, it has been possible to accommodate most model work in transportation, migration, commuting, and diffusion, as well as significant aspects of location theory." (Olsson 1970, p. 223).

As the above quote illustrates, distance decay has played a substantial role in the fields of urban and economic geography in addition to other fields outside the discipline, like biology and economics; nevertheless, in the realm of social science, distance is typified as another variable along with more important indicators such as education, employment or age (Goodchild, 2004).

The Distance Decay theory originated from social physics in the 1960s and grew out of the gravity model developed by Stewart, Warntz, and Zipf (Eldridge and Jones, 1991). Stewart, when studying the geographic displacement of recent college undergraduates found that "the number of undergraduates or alumni of a given college who reside in a given area is directly proportional to the total population of that area and inversely proportional to the distance from the
college" (Stewart, 1941, p. 89). He also states that his examination uncovered a remarkable "inverse distance 'law' or statistical regularity" (Stewart, 1941, p.89). In general, what Stewart discovered was that the relationship between an item and its origin decreases exponentially as distance increases. Furthermore, the affect that the item studied has on other items will be felt exponentially smaller the further one moves away from the origin. This statistical regularity became the foundation for Tobler’s "First Law of Geography" which states, "Everything is related to everything else, but near things are more related than distant things" (Tobler 1970, p. 236).

However, in the last twenty years, Tobler’s law has come under some scrutiny. Critiques of the law state that distance is a relative term because it possesses a friction characteristic (Eldridge and Jones 1991). For example, the time to traverse ten miles over rough terrain will take longer than it would to traverse ten miles over smooth terrain. Therefore, Eldridge and Jones (1991) argue that equal distance intervals have spatially uneven effects on interaction and that distance, or the space between objects, is "warped". This effect is what they term as a "Warped Space" and conclude that distance decay is more of a contextual concept than a universal phenomenon.
Nevertheless, the effects of warped space can be counteracted by taking into consideration the spatial structure contained within the data. Fotheringham illustrates that the warped space happens because most models give a global view of the distance-decay parameter instead of focusing on the local (Fotheringham 1981). Hence, the development of new spatial modeling techniques occurred through the 1980s, which ultimately produced statistical software that focused on the local parameters instead of the global parameters (Fotheringham 2002). By focusing on the local parameter, the effects of warped space are minimized.

**Geographic Variation within propensity studies**

To begin with, Malinowski addresses the overall attitude of geographic variation by attributing the limited geographic information contained within the YATS and MtF database (Malinowski, 2005). Both datasets break the country into four different sections: Northeast, North Central, South, and West. Since these are the main data sources for the majority of recruitment research, when research touches any aspect of geographic inquiry, it continually mirrors the above geographic regions.
Malinowski (2005) also addresses what appears to be a common theme in the literature, in that the South has maintained higher rates of military service when compared to other parts of the country. Segal and Segal (2004) validate this claim by arguing that nearly 40 percent of enlistees came from the South. However, Segal and Segal also note that the South has the highest recruit-eligible age population in the United States, which could account for the large percentage of enlistees. They also acknowledge that the western states, Nevada, Idaho, and Montana have the highest number of recruits when data are normalized by the recruit-eligible age.

Malinowski (2005) further points out that propensity attitudes within the different geographic areas typically move in unison, but at times move in opposite directions. He further makes the statement that these differences in propensity attitudes are crucial and that national recruitment policy should adjust to reflect the attitudes and values for the different geographic regions.

Perhaps the most in-depth look at geographic recruitment research is found in a Master of Arts thesis conducted by Paul Anthony Cannizzo in 1995. Cannizzo researched Air Force recruitment within the state of Ohio and utilized Geographic Information Systems technology to analyze these patterns (Cannizzo 1995). Cannizzo’s methodology included geocoding enlistee’s Home of Record
and associated demographic information, which was obtained from the Air Force Recruiting Services, down to the county and census tract level. His research concluded that his study area displayed substantial spatial correlations for the locations of new recruits but his techniques were unable to identify a common predictive thread.

Cannizzo (1995) also had difficulty finding research that contained a significant geographic component to recruitment studies; however, he did cite Dandeker and Strachan (1993, p. 291), which called for more research in the area:

...spatial analysis research could produce detailed information on the social characteristics of the army's target populations for recruitment; the social/geographical settings in which they are located; and the ways in which these patterns cluster with other variables, especially those facilities/activities that are under the control of the army or subject to its influence. It would then be possible to indicate where recruitment resource inputs would be most likely to produce a reasonable return, and to test the reliability of these indicators by analyzing subsequent recruitment data.

A further review of Dandeker and Strachan's (1993, p.291) work reveals another critical component to their argument:

The home addresses of those applying to join the army are important in understanding the recruitment process in three respects. First, they provide an objective measure of differences in absolute and relative application rates between localities. Second, the resultant patterns can be used to 'fine-tune' the targeting of recruitment budgets in order to maximize the flow of applicants. Finally, the incidence of applications can be related to the presence
of service installations and military events, publicity, and school visits.

The bottom-line of Dandeker and Strachan's (1993) claim is that the location of military installations plays a pivotal role in advertising the military way of life to those that live nearby and that the use of home addresses gives a researcher the ability to isolate clusters and patterns within the data.

In defense of Dandeker and Strachan's (1993) theory of military installation proximity, Segal and Segal (2004) found that locations with a large military establishment affected how the community interacted with one another, which was notably different than areas without a military influence. They also found that in military installation areas, the population was among the least racially segregated areas in terms of population and employment. It is this localized social geography that is believed to promote military service to those who encounter its presence.

Recruitment Demographic Patterns

In this section, I examine the recruitment demographic characteristics that exist throughout the recruitment literature. These demographic characteristics
are derived from the MtF Project and the YATS data. The following subsections review the income, race, and military service of young adults.

**Income**

In the late 1990's, the media claimed the strong economy was the source for the armed forces' recruitment woes (Malinowski, 2005). Nevertheless, Malinowski (2005) argues that these claims error because they only consider national statistics instead of local variations. He concludes although low unemployment rates may be related to recruitment rates but that overall, low unemployment rates are less important than other factors (Malinowski, 2005). Malinowski also indicated that per capita incomes had little predictive value for recruitment (Malinowski and Brockhaus 1999). On the other hand, in regards to macroeconomic opportunities (job availability or unemployment) a study conducted by the General Accounting Office in 2004 confirmed that when civilian unemployment rates are high, military enlistments increase (GAO 2005).

In addition to income attributes, education levels have a direct effect on recruitment. Segal and Segal (2004, p.10) state that, "enlistment is also predicted by parents' education" and cite that children of college education parents are less likely to serve in the military. Bachman et al. (2000) suggested that the general
pattern is that the higher the parental education the lower level of military propensity.

Lastly, prior to the implementation of the AVF the draft was thought of as a social equalizer where every citizen had an equal opportunity to serve in the military. The concept of “equalization through a draft” argument is often questioned and many wonder if the poor are bearing the burden of military service. Kane (2005), in his demographic study of recruits before and after the September 11, 2001 terrorist attacks found that those in the middle class are more likely to join the military than those who are wealthy or those who are poor. Segal (2004) claims the poor either have health concerns or criminal pasts whereas the wealthy have more opportunities available to them; thus, making military service typically not an option. Kane’s (2005) efforts did express that in the two years following the terrorist attacks on the World Trade Center, the greatest increase in recruitment levels came from those with higher incomes (Kane 2005).

Race

To begin this category, research on recruitment has focused on the U.S. Census defined categories of race. These categories include: White alone, Black
or African American alone, American Indian and Alaska Native alone, Asian alone, Native Hawaiian and Other Pacific Islander alone, Some other race alone, Two or More races, Hispanic or Latino White alone, Hispanic or Latino Black or African American alone, Hispanic or Latino American Indian and Alaska native alone, Hispanic or Latino Asian alone, Hispanic or Latino Native Hawaiian and Other Pacific Islander alone, Hispanic or Latino Some other race alone, Hispanic or Latino Two or more races. Malinowski (2005) illustrates that race is an important propensity determinant and shows that Blacks and Hispanics have a greater propensity than Whites (Malinowski, 2005). In a report detailing social-economic factors of today’s military, Segal and Segal (2004) illustrate varying degrees of over- and under-representation of different races found in today’s military ranks. They concur with Malinowski that the enlisted ethnic and racial population within the armed forces generally does not mirror society at large. Also, there exists a significant gender difference between military and civilian populations according to internal governmental reports ((DMDC (2005), GAO (2005)).

When comparing armed forces recruits before and after the September 11th terrorist attacks, Kane (2005) gives an overview of the general racial recruitment variation. In this report, he found that American Indian/Native Alaskans, Native
Hawaiians/Pacific Islanders, Blacks, and the Two or more races categories possessed an over-representation within the military. Those races that were under-represented were the Whites, Hispanics, which were slightly under-represented, and Asians, which were drastically below the national average (Kane 2005).

With the Hispanic population increasing its share of the total population each year, the armed forces are concerned that they are not being adequately represented within its ranks (Asch et al., 2005). However, they also report that Hispanic accessions have increased over the last decade (1994-2004) but their population still remains lower than the national average (Asch et al., 2005). Therefore, the armed forces have begun a stronger marketing campaign to attract Hispanic youth, such as the Army running commercials in Spanish (Asch et al., 2005).

Military Service

In addition to regional differences, veteran status of one's parents is also a predictor of recruitment. Jackson (1999) found that 45 percent of Air Force enlistees had parents who had served in the military, and of these, 47 percent had served in the Army (Figures 3 and 4). She further illustrates that the 73
percent of respondents indicated that an enlistee’s major influence in his/her decision to enlist was his/her parents (Jackson 1999).

In an effort to try to explain if prior military exposure due to a person’s family serving in the military had a positive affect on their propensity to enlist, Brown (2005), through the use of Generalize Exchange Theory, found that people who had high military exposure were more likely to enlist than those with lower military exposure. Generalize Exchange Theory basically states that people seek to reciprocate those who benefit them; meaning, that people feel obligated to give back to an organization in which they have received something. In reference to military enlistees, Brown (2005) suggests that military exposure by an individual’s parents serves as the vehicle in which an individual may feel obligated to join the service since he/she has received a benefit from the military as a result of his/her parents’ service. Therefore as a predictor for recruitment, the location of veterans, active-duty military personnel and military installations serve as an exposure vehicle, which could be used to entice people to join its ranks.
CHAPTER 3 – DATA ACQUISITION AND MANIPULATION

While a successful study is traditionally measured by how well the analysis supports (or does not support) the hypotheses, equally important is given to how well the study documents its methods. Accurate documentation is essential to scientific research because it validates the results and provides a clear roadmap for future research. Thus, a description of data acquisition and manipulation is required.

Home of Record information and shapefile creation

The first data were obtained from the Air Force Recruiting Service which contained a list of Home of Record addresses for all Air Force recruits who enlisted through Fiscal Years (FY) 2002, 2003, and 2004, comprising of over one hundred thousand records. A Fiscal Year spans from October 1 through September 30 and a Home of Record address is where the recruit lived at the time of his/her enlistment. These records were received in Microsoft Excel format with three columns indicating the date entered service, street address, and city/state/zip variables. The Excel file was exported to a comma-separated text document which allowed for the city/state/zip variable to be manipulated and separated by commas. After all variables were separated by commas, the
file was then exported back into a Microsoft Excel format which formed the foundation for data transformation to other software packages.

Every address outside the CONUS was excluded from the list, leaving 84,974 records which were then geocoded (assigned an X/Y coordinate) into Environmental Systems Research Institute's (ESRI) ArcGIS 9.1 software using ESRI's 2003 Streetmap USA for the reference layer, an enhanced TIGER 2000 streets dataset. The resulting confidence score for the geocoding processing yielded a 94.35 average. Only 6.2 percent of the addresses yielded a score between 60 and 80, with 80 being defined by ESRI as a “good match”. None of the addresses fell below a score of 60, which was set as the minimum threshold for the geocoding processing. A distribution pattern analysis was conducted of those addresses with matches below 80 and revealed a random pattern. Therefore, no efforts were made to enhance the addresses’ location in order to improve the resulting geocoding score nor were the addresses removed from the sample, as all original scores were at or above the minimum reliability level. These data established the foundation for a shapefile that included FY2002 and FY2003 Home of Record (HoR0203) addresses and another shapefile that included FY2004 (HoR04) addresses.
Census information and shapefile creation

The 2000 Census SF3 data were used to represent the demographic characteristics of the areal units in this study because these data include veteran and active-duty military information. This vital information was reportable down to the block level; however, due to this study’s extent, the block level was determined to be too refined. Therefore, urban and rural county information was determined to be most appropriate for this study instead of census block information for area descriptions.

In order to extract the applicable information from the 2000 Census, the entire SF3 data were downloaded from the census website. Using the index table, the appropriate fields were identified which reflected the county’s race populations, age categories, income levels, education level, and military service. In all, 39 different variables were extracted from the data. Then, all population variables were normalized by dividing each variable’s population number by its associated area’s total population, leaving a number less than one.

In reference to the race variables, the census reflects 8 separate categories: White, Black, Indian/Eskimo, Asian, Hawaiian/Pacific Islander, Latin, Two or more races, and Other. However, the recruitment literature (Bachman et al. 2000) categorizes the racial classes into four: White, Black, Hispanic, and Other; and
Cannizzo (1995) and Melroy (1999) added an Asian category which included Hawaiian Islanders. This study will use five categories to represent the race population of the areal units: White, Black, Asian/Hawaiian Islanders (labeled “AHP”), Latin, and Other.

The Census broke down the ages of the area’s recruit-eligible population into six categories: 18, 19, 20, 21, 22-24, and 25-29. I acknowledge that it is possible for someone to join the military at the age of 17; however, this is atypical and was not considered a significant age group to include. The recruitment literature showed the principle target age for military recruitment is 18-24 (Fricker 2003 and Segal and Segal 2004); hence, this study combined the 18, 19, 20, 21, and 22-24 variables into a recruitment age category labeled “Raw1824” where it was left in its raw count. Additionally, another variable was created that normalized the Raw1824 variable to reflect the percent of the age group from the county’s total population, which was labeled “1824”.

The remaining variables that were used in this study include active-duty military population (labeled “AD”), veteran population (labeled “Vets”), median household income (labeled “HHI”), unemployment rate (labeled “UnEmp”), PerCapita (labeled “PerCap”), and percent of population with no high school
diploma (Labeled “NoHS”). The NoHS variable represents those individuals 25 years of age and older who do not have a high school diploma.

The construction of the shapefiles introduced in the overview section originated from two Bureau of Transportation Statistics files. The first shapefile consisted of the United States’ counties and the other shapefile contained the 2000 Census Urbanized Areas. These two shapefiles were merged together to create a single shapefile that had areal units representing the United States urban and rural county elements. In the event a county contained more than one urban segment, the attribute table was analyzed and all urban elements inside a single county were merged together to create a single urban element, resulting in 3,904 areal units.

With the county urban and rural shapefile created, the census information was integrated into the shapefile’s attribute table using the following methodology. The Census’ “GeolD”, Log Record Number (Logrecno), and county and state name, a conversion database was constructed to align the records with the shapefile’s “FIPS ID” and county names. Once completed, census information was merged into the shapefile’s attribute table.

Once the Census information was embedded into the county shapefile, the HoR0203 and HoR04 shapefiles were spatially joined to the county shapefile to
transfer the Census information into the HoR0203 dataset and to create a “count” column in the county shapefile. The count column reflects the number of recruits that joined the service from each county section. Therefore, each address within the HoR datasets reflected the demographic characteristics of the areal unit in which they reside and each county within the county shapefile contained a number of recruits attribute.

**Buffer shapefile creation**

The third dataset source was obtained from the Bureau of Transportation Statistics which contained a shapefile that included the nation’s 406 military installations. These military installations were then compared against a list of major military installations found on the Department of Defense “Sites” website. The shapefile (milbase) was then edited to reflect only those 194 installations contained on the major military installation list, which the DoD categorizes as those who fall into a “Large” or “Medium” size installation. A large installation is defined as those sites that have a total plant replacement value greater than or equal to $1.5 billion dollars and a medium installation are those with a plant replacement value less than $1.5 billion dollars but greater than $800 million dollars (Department of Defense 2003).
Based off of the major military installation shapefile, a multi-ring buffer shapefile was created by making 102 un-dissolved rings at 10 kilometer intervals around each military installation, resulting in a shapefile that contained nearly twenty thousand overlapping buffers. In order to eliminate all overlapping areas, the buffers were clipped one by one until the overlapping areas were eradicated. This was accomplished using the attribute table and starting with the lowest-distant buffers (10 kilometers) and working up to the highest-distant buffers (1,020 kilometers), the buffers were selected individually and then clipped so no buffers overlapped. Using the United States shapefile from the Bureau of Transportation Statistics, the buffer shapefile was clipped to give it a CONUS shape.

As with the county shapefile, the buffer shapefile was merged with the Census' Urbanized Area shapefile to create a buffer shapefile that was broken into urban and rural segments. This shapefile was then edited to ensure that there existed only one rural and one urban area for each buffer unit using the same methodology in the creation of the urban/rural county shapefile. The resulting shapefile contained 4,862 urban and rural areal units that represented 10 kilometer distances away from military bases.
To transfer the census demographic information into the buffer shapefile, two different methods were considered. The first method considered required spatially joining the buffer shapefile to the county shapefile, which would give average demographic characteristics for each buffer. Each attribute value would be based on the average of each county that intersected the buffer. The second method considered required spatially joining the buffer shapefile to the HoR0203 shapefile to extract average demographic characteristics for each buffer. The attribute values would be the average demographic characteristics of the home of record addresses. However, this method would cause the buffer units with zero recruits to contain null demographic information; nevertheless, for those areas that crossed multiple county boundaries it would weight the average towards those areas that had multiple recruits.

It was decided that a combination of both methods was the most appropriate. First, the second method was used to reflect those areal buffer units that contained at least one recruit, as it is believed that this method most realistically represented reality. For those buffer units that contained zero recruits, the shapefile was merged against the county shapefile and the resultant average attributes were used for those records; then this shapefile was then renamed “Buff0203”. In addition to gaining the demographic information from
the home of record shapefiles, Buff0203 added a count column which counted
the number of recruits that fell within each buffer.

X/Y Coordinates assignment and Dependent variable creation

In order to assign a single X/Y coordinate to each polygon for the data
analysis that required points instead of polygons, I considered two options. The
first option was to take the geometric centroid of each polygon. However, this
particular technique posed a problem when dealing with the buffer shapefile, as
most of the buffers are donut shaped. Hence, multiple buffers would each have
the same coordinate because the centroid for these donut buffers would lie in the
middle of the donut hole. The other technique considered was to take the mean
X and the mean Y for the data points that lie within the polygons’ borders and
use those means to create the point for the polygon. In this study, a compromise
was accomplished for both polygon datasets. The average X/Y method was used
for those areal units that contained recruits and the centroid method was used
for those areal units that contained zero recruits (see Figures 4 and 5).
Figure 4: County Point Pattern

The dependent variable for this study was given considerable thought.
The first argument originated with the thought that the Air Force would want to
know the number of recruits per areal unit and is uninterested in the number
being normalized by the population. The counter argument is that the Air Force
does want to know this percentage to give the recruiters an idea of how many
recruits they will garner for each age-eligible person that they meet. Therefore, it
was decided to use both dependent variables. The first dependent variable, labeled "DV1", will be the raw count of enlistees whereas the second dependent variable, labeled "DV2", will be the raw count divided by the Raw1824 variable obtained from the census data.

The assignment of coordinates and dependent variables to the data completed the dataset's construction. To summarize, the County0203 and Buff0203 data matrices can be described as each record, or row, representing an

Figure 5: Buffer Point Pattern
urban or rural areal (county or buffer) unit and the variables, or columns, representing either 2000 Census demographic data, DV1 and DV2 variables, a corresponding X/Y coordinate or a distance to the nearest military installation variable (for the Buff0203 matrix). These two shapefiles were exported to a DBF IV file in preparation for statistical analysis.
CHAPTER 4 – NON-SPATIAL AUTO-CORRELATED METHODS

Before analysis can be conducted, the datasets were evaluated for normality (a Gaussian distribution) by using the standardized coefficients of skewness and kurtosis. The calculated skewness and kurtosis statistics were compared against a t-value of 1.96, as the four datasets' degrees of freedom were above 120. Nevertheless, due to the large sample size, the standard error of skewness and standard error of kurtosis were exceedingly small for every variable. Therefore an effort was made to reduce the skewness and a kurtosis value to the lowest possible level through data transformation was needed.

A positive skewness existed in all of the variables with the exception of White, which was skewed negatively; therefore, it was determined that a natural log transformation was appropriate. However, due to log transformations' inability to transform any number equal or less than zero, necessary steps were taken to preserve the zero values within the data. Due to all the variables' original data being greater than or equal to one, each variable was assigned a new value by adding “1” to prevent the log transformation from converting the zero fields into “missing value” fields. Then, the natural log transformation was conducted. To complete the data manipulation, the transformed scores were then standardized to arrive at the values needed to conduct the analysis.
However, it should be noted that due to the high number of observations, which result in low standard error scores, all variables are "statistically" skewed in this study.

**Multiple Linear Regression**

With the ultimate goal of this study being prediction, regression techniques will be a big discriminator in answering the question at hand; therefore, multiple linear regression was initially run on both the county and buffer datasets to establish a baseline. The primary criteria used in evaluating the regression outputs will be the coefficient of determination (adjusted R-Square), the Analysis of Variance F-Statistic and its related significance, the slope coefficient, the slope coefficient's t-value and related significance, and the distribution of the residuals.

In a regression analysis, the adjusted R-Square represents how well the independent variables contained within the model explain the variation of the dependent variable, which is by far the most quoted and representative means of explaining a regression's predictive capability. The Analysis of Variance's F-Statistic measures the degree of certainty that the model's ordinary least squares slope is unequal to zero, meaning it exhibits a relationship between the
independent variables and the dependent variable. Likewise, the t-value identifies if the slope of the individual independent variables is unequal to zero, or in other words, if there exist a relationship between each independent variable and the dependent variable. Lastly, in order to adhere to the assumptions of the central limit theorem, the residuals must be normally distributed; therefore, an analysis of the residuals was conducted to ensure compliance.

**Adjusted R-Square, F-Statistic, Significance, and Residuals**

These adjusted R-Square, F-Statistic, and significance measures reflect the global aspects of regression, as they give an indication of how well the model performed overall (See Table 1). This study’s adjusted R-square values leave much to be desired. The county DV1 model performed the best with a .301 adjusted R-square, which was far superior to the rest of the models. The buffer DV1 model performed the next best with a .048 adjusted R-Square. Next, the buffer DV2 model obtained a .017 adjusted R-Square and the county DV2 model produced a .007 adjusted R-Square.

The F-Statistics followed the same pattern of performance with the county DV2 (3.389) performing worst, followed by the buffer DV2 (7.451), buffer DV1
(19.801), and finally the county DV2 (140.942). Despite the dismal values, all F-Statistics were found to be significant at the 95 percent level.

The buffer dataset’s residuals varied greatly between the DV1 and DV2 models. DV1 produced a near-normal distribution with a slight spike in peakedness between the -2 and -1 standard deviations. The DV2 distribution pattern’s kurtosis was significantly peaked. Furthermore, the P-P Plot diagrams reveal that the DV1 model was near normal with a slight deviation on the negative side of the mean, which represent the aforesaid peakedness, and the DV2 P-P Plot diagram clearly shows a strong negatively skewed distribution. See Appendix 1 for a detailed view of the results.

The county datasets’ residuals closely mirrored those of the buffers with the DV1 possessing a normal distribution and DV2’s being negatively skewed. Unlike the buffer DV1, the county DV1 was near-perfect with both the histogram and the P-P Plot indicating a normal distribution. The county DV2 mirrored the buffer DV2’s dataset peakedness with a bimodal distribution pattern (See Appendix 1).
Table 1: Regression Global Results

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Regression</th>
<th>Buffer DV1</th>
<th>Buffer DV2</th>
<th>County DV1</th>
<th>County DV2</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Adjusted R-Square</td>
<td>0.048</td>
<td>0.017</td>
<td>0.301</td>
<td>0.007</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>F-Statistic</td>
<td>19.801</td>
<td>7.451</td>
<td>140.942</td>
<td>3.389</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Significance</td>
<td>0.000</td>
<td>0.000</td>
<td>0.000</td>
<td>0.000</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Slope Coefficients, t-statistic, and Significance

The slope coefficient is a numerical representation of the relationship between the dependent variable and the independent variable. A higher slope coefficient means the variables possess a greater relationship. The t-statistic is basically a confidence score where the higher the absolute value of the t-statistic, the more confident the relationship is a representation of reality.

A look at the regression’s local statistics begins to reveal the disparity that exists between the county DV1 dataset and the others, in terms of its predictability (See Table 2). For the county DV1 dataset all but two variables were significant at the 95 percent level, which compared against the other three datasets which only had three to five significant variables. County DV1’s two insignificant variables were AD and PerCap. However, due to county DV1’s significantly larger adjusted R-Square its’ slope coefficients deserve a closer look. Beginning with the two variables that had a negative correlation, White had a -
.838 coefficient and NoHS had a -0.193 coefficient, which indicate that as the number of recruits increase as the number of Whites and persons without a high school degree decrease. The variables with strong positive coefficients include Black, AHP, Other, UnEmp, and HHI with the three strongest being Black, Other, and HHI. With both Black and White variables having extremely strong coefficients suggests that these two variables had the strongest relationship;

Table 2: Regression Local Results. Grayed areas are insignificant

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Buffer DV1</th>
<th>Buffer DV2</th>
<th>County DV1</th>
<th>County DV2</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Slope Coefficient</td>
<td>t-statistic</td>
<td>Significance</td>
<td>Slope Coefficient</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Distance</td>
<td>-0.016</td>
<td>-1.111</td>
<td>0.266</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>White</td>
<td>0.039</td>
<td>0.386</td>
<td>0.700</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Black</td>
<td>-0.063</td>
<td>-0.735</td>
<td>0.463</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Latin</td>
<td>-0.125</td>
<td>-6.584</td>
<td>0.000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AHP</td>
<td>0.012</td>
<td>0.598</td>
<td>0.550</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Other</td>
<td>0.071</td>
<td>1.129</td>
<td>0.259</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Y1824</td>
<td>-0.118</td>
<td>-6.482</td>
<td>0.000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NoHS</td>
<td>-0.149</td>
<td>-6.597</td>
<td>0.000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AD</td>
<td>-0.009</td>
<td>-0.599</td>
<td>0.549</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vet</td>
<td>-0.015</td>
<td>-0.816</td>
<td>0.415</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UnEmp</td>
<td>0.103</td>
<td>5.502</td>
<td>0.000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HHI</td>
<td>-0.057</td>
<td>-2.655</td>
<td>0.008</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PerCap</td>
<td>0.001</td>
<td>0.056</td>
<td>0.955</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

however, the AHP and HHI variables possessed the highest t-statistic which suggests otherwise. Regardless, AHP, HHI, White, Black, NoHS, UnEmp, and HHI were the strongest variables in this model, which appear to support the findings found in recruitment literature. In reference to the other three
regression models, their dismal adjusted R-square values deem their individual results inappropriate to discuss.

In reference to this study's question, the picture that the regression models paint is that distance thus far has failed to prove a significant method for predicting recruitment; whereas, the county DV1 regression model performed adequately in this respect. Furthermore, the results of the county DV1 mirror the results of Cannizzo's (1995) study, which tried using geographic information systems to predict recruitment in Ohio and ultimately arrived at an adjusted R-Square of .294.

**Principal Component Analysis**

In order to combat the effects that correlation between the independent variables exhibit on the coefficient of determination, Principal Component Analysis (PCA), a factor analysis technique, was conducted. Therefore, PCA was executed on the independent variables for both datasets using a varimax rotation which was set to extract components with Eigenvalues greater than one. The final solution resulted in 4 different components for the buffer dataset and 5 for the county dataset. The buffer dataset explained over 62 percent of the variance within the data and the county dataset explaining over 76 percent.
To begin with, it is important to note the PCA’s performance on each dataset by using the communalities results, which give a score indicating how well the overall PCA represented each variable. These values range from zero (zero percent) to one (one hundred percent). For the buffer dataset, the extraction scores ranged from .599 to .819 with the exception of the distance variable which obtained a miserable score of .024. The county dataset’s extraction values were exceedingly better which ranged from .582 to .962.

Beginning with the buffer dataset, the first extracted component explained 18.952 percent of the variance, which represented the income and educated-related variables (HHI, PerCap, and NoHS (negatively correlated)); this component was then renamed “Income_Ed”. The second component explained 16.3 percent of the variation and represented the White, Black, and Y1824 groups, which was renamed “Wh_Bl_Age”. Explaining 11.32 percent of the variance, the third component, renamed “Lat_Oth”, represented Latin and other variables. The last component explained 9.565 percent of the variance and represented the AD and Vet populations, which was renamed “military”.

The county dataset yielded similar results as the buffer dataset with the exception that it extracted one more component. The first extracted component was nearly identical to the buffer dataset which explained 26.907 percent of the
variation and was renamed "Income_Ed". The second component explained 18.046 percent of the variation and represented the White and Black populations and was renamed "Wh_BI". The third component, renamed "Lat_Oth", represented the Latin and other variables and explained 13.190 percent of the variation within the data. The fourth component, explaining 9.844 percent, represented the Y1824 and vet variables, which were negatively correlated renamed "Age". The last component was comprised of only the AD variable, which explained 8.607 percent of the variation.

Ultimately, the PCA accomplished the goal of minimizing the variables into four or five components that were completely uncorrelated, giving an opportunity to conduct multiple linear regression devoid of correlation influence. Furthermore, it is interesting that each dataset's resulting components were closely related to one another. One issue needing discussion is that in both grouping methods the income-related categories claimed the most variance explained which appears to support the recruitment-related literature that cites that income is a strong recruitment predictor.

**Multiple Linear Regression using PCA variables**
As expected, an overall trend to these regression techniques produced adjusted R-Square values which were less than the original regression model, as the correlation effects of the first method enhanced the coefficients of determination. Nevertheless, this model did increase the F-Statistics and all continued to be statistically significant at the 95 percent level, suggesting this model is a more accurate representation of reality.

**Adjusted R-Square, F-Statistic, Significance and Residuals**

As with the original regression method I will begin with the global statistics. The buffer DV2 model method was the worst performer of the four (See table 3) as it produced a .004 adjusted R-Square value and an F-Statistic of 5.928. The county DV2 model was the next worst performer with a coefficient of determination of .006 and a 5.355 F-Statistic. The buffer DV1 model produced an adjusted R-Square of .016 with a 20.86 F-Statistic. Lastly, the county DV1 model performed the best. It produced a coefficient of determination of .240 and a 247.201 F-Statistic. The residuals of the factor analysis regression model exhibited nearly-identical distributions to the original regression models with the exception that the kurtosis, which in every model was minimally reduced. Overall, the adjusted R-Square values were exceedingly low, although
significant, suggesting there are many other reasons (variables) why individuals join the Air Force.

**Table 3: Regression using Factor analysis components: Global Results**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Factor Regression</th>
<th>Buffer DV1</th>
<th>Buffer DV2</th>
<th>County DV1</th>
<th>County DV2</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Adjusted R-Square</td>
<td>0.016</td>
<td>0.004</td>
<td>0.240</td>
<td>0.006</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>F-Statistic</td>
<td>20.860</td>
<td>5.928</td>
<td>247.201</td>
<td>5.355</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Significance</td>
<td>0.000</td>
<td>0.000</td>
<td>0.000</td>
<td>0.000</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Slope Coefficients, t-statistic, and Significance**

The slope coefficients in this technique mirrored those of the original regression model where most of the variables were insignificant (See Table 4).

For both the buffer and county DV2 models, only one variable was significant in each, whereas in the buffer and county DV1 models, most if not all, were significant. For the buffer DV1 model, the Lat_Oth variable was insignificant, the Wh_Bl_Age category produced the highest slope and the other two produced negligible relationships. However, the county DV1 model performed well as with the original regression method and indicated that income and education remained the most prominent component in predicting recruitment with a slope coefficient of .401 and a 28.712 t-statistic. The next most significant variable was the AD component with a slope coefficient of .213 and a t-statistic of 15.242. The
next three variables in order of significance were Age, and Wh_Bi, and Lat_Oth, which all produced t-statistics less than 10.

The regressions based on the factor analysis variables increased the F-Statistic dramatically, indication of a strong relationship within the data even if the adjusted R-Square value was smaller than the original regression techniques. Also, the factor analysis slope coefficients constantly were greater than their individual variable counterparts, further substantiating a strong relationship.

**Table 4**: Regression with Factor Analysis components Local results: Grayed areas are insignificant.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Buffer DV1</th>
<th></th>
<th>Buffer DV2</th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Slope Coefficient</td>
<td>t-statistic</td>
<td>Significance</td>
<td>Slope Coefficient</td>
<td>t-statistic</td>
<td>Significance</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Income_Ed</strong></td>
<td>0.031</td>
<td>2.191</td>
<td>0.028</td>
<td>-0.006</td>
<td>-0.394</td>
<td>0.694</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Wh_Bi_Age</strong></td>
<td>-0.113</td>
<td>-7.936</td>
<td>0.000</td>
<td>-0.068</td>
<td>-4.784</td>
<td>0.000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Lat_Oth</strong></td>
<td>0.012</td>
<td>0.840</td>
<td>0.401</td>
<td>0.001</td>
<td>0.078</td>
<td>0.938</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Military</strong></td>
<td>0.055</td>
<td>3.867</td>
<td>0.000</td>
<td>-0.012</td>
<td>-0.870</td>
<td>0.384</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>County DV1</th>
<th></th>
<th>County DV2</th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Slope Coefficient</td>
<td>t-statistic</td>
<td>Significance</td>
<td>Slope Coefficient</td>
<td>t-statistic</td>
<td>Significance</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Income_Ed</strong></td>
<td>0.401</td>
<td>28.712</td>
<td>0.000</td>
<td>0.036</td>
<td>2.260</td>
<td>0.024</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Wh_Bi</strong></td>
<td>0.095</td>
<td>6.811</td>
<td>0.000</td>
<td>-0.022</td>
<td>-1.393</td>
<td>0.164</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Lat_Oth</strong></td>
<td>0.094</td>
<td>6.766</td>
<td>0.000</td>
<td>-0.012</td>
<td>-0.755</td>
<td>0.450</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Age</strong></td>
<td>0.130</td>
<td>9.334</td>
<td>0.000</td>
<td>-0.067</td>
<td>-4.195</td>
<td>0.000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>AD</strong></td>
<td>0.213</td>
<td>15.242</td>
<td>0.000</td>
<td>0.020</td>
<td>1.249</td>
<td>0.212</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Chapter Summary

In reference to the question at hand, "Does distance from a military installation predict recruitment?" the results of the regression models do not look favorably to support the hypothesis. The distance variable was insignificant in the first two buffer regression models, was not represented well in the factor analysis, and was not included in any components for the final regression analysis. In regards to prediction, the county DV1 model performance appears to be in line with previous research by indicating income, education, and minorities as the major recruitment predictors. In terms of the hypothesis, the county DV1 factor regression model did extract that AD was the second-most important variable in predicting recruits, giving a ray of hope for supporting the hypothesis.

However, with adjusted R-Square scores below 30 percentage points, the models do not fit the data very well. A possible source for this problem is that neither Ordinary Least Squares regression nor PCA take into account the spatial attributes inherent in the data. In order to adjust for this assumption, three spatially auto-correlated analysis techniques will be executed in order to improve upon the goodness of fit measure: Spatial Point Pattern Analysis, kriging, and Geographic Weighted Regression.
CHAPTER 5 – SPATIAL AUTO-CORRELATED TECHNIQUES

Point Pattern Analysis

When comparing items across a geographic plane, Tobler’s law suggest nearer items tend to be more similar than those farther away. When similar items are found to be located near one another, this concept is known as clustering. The clustering affect contained within a dataset is of primary concern for much of the geographic inquiry in this study, as clustering can oftentimes lend itself to prediction. If clustering can show which areas contain a large percentage of recruits, then a closer look at those areas is warranted to uncover the underlying trends that could potentially serve as a recruitment predictor. In order to test to see if phenomena are clustered instead of simply looking at a map, statistics are used to confirm or deny the existence of similarity within a group of points.

These techniques offer a global and local measure to determine if the events are clustered (similar) or dispersed (different). The global feature simply looks at the dataset as a whole to determine whether the dataset could have happened in a random environment. This global value is measured in normal standard deviations, identifying if the dataset is random, dispersed or clustered.
Likewise, for the local measure, each observation is assigned an individual value that describes its relationship to its neighbors.

Nearest neighbor is an exceptional initial technique that is used which simply analyzes the distribution of data points to give an overview of the dataset’s spatial pattern. Nearest Neighbor calculates the Euclidean distance between each point and every other point to determine which point is its nearest neighbor. After all points have an associated nearest neighbor, the average is taken in addition to an expected average distance being calculated. This expected value is compared against the actual observed pattern in the data to produce a R Value. The R value ranges from zero, indicating complete clustering, to 2.149, indicating completely dispersed, with a value of 1 being completely random. The R value is then standardized to obtain its associated Z-Score which is compared to a t-distribution table. If the Z-Score is greater than 1.96 standard deviations or less than -1.96 standard deviations then it is considered statistically significant, given it has more than 120 degrees of freedom. However, the weaknesses with Nearest Neighbor technique are that it considers all points as equals and it does not take into account the study area’s anomalies (i.e. rivers, ranges, deserts, etc). These effects can be minimized by using the following techniques.
Moran’s I is a statistical measure that looks at local variation to see how each point (or polygon) differs from the dataset’s mean. This calculation is then compared to the rest of the data points in the dataset in order to distinguish if the item is similar or different than the surrounding items. A large global Moran’s I value indicates that items are surrounded by items with similar values (positive spatial autocorrelation). On the other hand, a small global Moran’s I value shows that the item is dispersed because it is surrounded by others with dissimilar values (negative spatial autocorrelation). The question the global Moran’s I answers is, “Is the data spatially auto correlated?” with the null hypothesis being that it is not auto correlated. In addition to the global value, each event can be given a local Moran’s I value so the values can be mapped to determine the locations of positive and negative spatial autocorrelation.

Getis Ord GI is another technique for testing spatial autocorrelation. Getis Ord’s “General G” statistic builds upon Moran’s I by indicating whether the clusters contain high or low values; thus, creating what is referred to as “Hot Spots” and “Cold Spots”. However, the global value is unable to determine if both hot and cold spots exist in the data, it simply tells which one is more prevalent. However, the local values can be used to identify the hotspot and coldspot locations.
The results of the point pattern analysis will be outlined in the following manner. The Nearest Neighbor, global and local Moran’s I, and global and local Getis’ GI, will be conducted on both the buffer and county dataset in order to compare and contrast the results. A summary of the similarities and differences between the county and buffer datasets will be discussed at the end.

Nearest Neighbor

The Nearest Neighbor analysis for both datasets yielded dissimilar results (see Figure 6). The buffer dataset possessed an extreme clustering characteristic with a Z Score of -42.9 standard deviations and a R Value of .67. The county dataset’s characteristic was nearly opposite with a dispersed pattern and a Z Score of 15.7 standard deviations and an R Value of 1.13. These global results give a general view that illustrate the buffer dataset is significantly clustered and the county is dispersed, but these indications merely look at the data point and not the individual values associated with the locations.

Moran’s I

The global Moran’s I was calculated for both dataset’s dependent variables (See Figures 7), which reflected similar patterns as the Nearest
Figure 6: Buffer and County Nearest Neighbor Results

Neighbor for the buffer dataset but dissimilar results for the county dataset. For the buffer dataset, the strongest indicator belongs to DV1 which possessed 94.9 standard deviations and the DV2 produced 21.8 standard deviations. The county dataset’s strongest indicator was the DV1 dataset with a 6 standard deviations and the DV2 producing a 1.5 standard deviations. These results show that the buffer dataset was extremely clustered and the county datasets exhibited a slight clustering for the DV1 variable and a random disbursement for the DV2 variable. Regardless of the individual results, this global point pattern technique reveals spatial auto-correlated within the data except for the county DV2 variable; however, what Moran’s I fails to interpret is if the auto-correlation is based off of high or low values.
Moran's I Index = 0.09
Z Score = 53.4 standard deviations

There is less than 1% likelihood that this clustered pattern could be the result of random chance.

**Figure 7: Moran’s I Output Example**

General G Index = 0
Z Score = 26.5 standard deviations

There is less than 1% likelihood that the clustering of high values could be the result of random chance.

**Figure 8: Getis’ Ord GI Output Example**
Getis' Ord GI

In reference to global Getis' GI, the results indicate a compelling story (See Figures 8). First, both buffer DVs exhibited a high-value clustering pattern with DV1 possessing the strongest indication with 22.7 standard deviations and DV2 produced a Z Score of 15.4 standard deviations with both datasets clustering high values. Both of these clusters were significant at the 99.9 percent level. For the county dataset, DV1 indicated a low-value cluster with a standard deviation of -4 significant at the 99.9 percent level. The county DV2 dataset produced a Z Score of -0.2 standard deviations, which indicate that the point pattern exhibits a near-perfect random pattern. Furthermore, in reference to the difference between the two dependent variables, it should be noted that the DV1s produced stronger results than their DV2 counterparts, indicating that the DV1 methods exhibit a stronger spatial auto-correlation. Nevertheless, a closer look at the local values should reveal more about the spatial distribution of these indicators.

Local Moran's I

As indicated in the previous sections, the global value gives a composite sketch of the dataset as a whole whereas the local assigns a value for each event. Therefore, the results of the local analyses can be viewed on a map to distinguish
the variability over space. For display purposes, the county and buffer results will be shown using polygons instead of their corresponding points in order to ease the interpretation.

By recalling that Moran's I basically is an indicator of similarity/dissimilarity, by looking at a map one can interpret those areas that have similar values, values greater than 1.96 standard deviations, and those areas that are statistically dissimilar, which are areas that have a standard deviation less than -1.96. The buffer's global Moran's I indicated that the DV1 dataset was extremely clustered which was reemphasized by mapping the local Moran's I values. The geographic areas that were similar to its neighbors can be broadly defined as the Rocky Mountain West and the Midwest area ranging from the Northern Deep South up to the areas surrounding the Great Lakes and over to New England's metropolis (See Figure 9). When looking at the DV2 results, there were only a few areas that displayed any significance, which can be summed up as a few urban areas indicating similarity or dissimilarity (See Figure 10).

On the other hand, the county results were not so easily interpretable. For the County DV1 dataset, whose global statistic indicated a slight autocorrelation, (See Figure 11), the pattern appeared scattered with some similarity
being displayed through portions of Florida and the South. The dissimilarity counties were scattered throughout the study area with no geographic area displaying a strong pattern. The county's DV2 results did not produce any pattern (see Figure 12), as there were only a few statistically significant counties sporadically scattered throughout the study area.

However, as discussed in the global Moran's I section, this technique simply displays the degree in which geographic areas behave; it does not indicate whether the behavior is high or low. Therefore, the local Getis' Ord GI method is utilized to determine which locations contain hotspots (those areas of high values) and cold spots (those areas of low values).
Figure 9: Buffer DV1 Local Moran's I

Figure 10: Buffer DV2 Moran's I
Figure 11: County DV1 Local Moran's I

Figure 12: County DV2 Local Moran's I
Local Getis' Ord GI

The Getis' Ord GI takes the Moran's I a step further by measuring an attribute's degree of spatial autocorrelation of and also determines where the high or low values are clustered. The buffer DV1 dataset revealed a strong sense of commonality between different regions of the study area with only a few not having significant hi or low values (See Figure 13). The areas of low value primarily were centered in the Rocky Mountain and Great Plain states whereas the high values were everywhere else with the exception of the Deep South and some Mid-Atlantic regions. The buffer DV2 results only showed a few hot spot areas with no cold spots. Generally speaking, the hot spot areas were centered on installations that are in close proximately to major urban areas (See Figure 14).

With the Getis' Ord GI technique, the county dataset performed nearly as well as the Moran's I with a fairly random distribution, which explains its near-random global statistic. However, a general trend can be identified for the DV1 dataset which suggests areas of high values can be found in the lower latitudes and upper latitudes of the study area whereas the low values can be found in the mid-latitudes (See Figure 15). However, this is speaking very generically as there were many highs and lows scattered throughout the entire study area. The DV2 variable was more random than the DV1 variable, which supports the global
statistic's score as there were only a handful of statistically significant high values located throughout the study area's mid-latitude (See Figure 16).

Ultimately, what these point patterns indicate is that military-service attitudes vary throughout the United States, which should be taken into consideration when developing recruitment policy. Nevertheless, in regards to this study, by categorizing recruits via the buffer method more clearly illustrates the local variation than by grouping them by county.

![Buffer Dataset DV1 Local Getis' Ord GI](image)

**Figure 13:** Buffer DV1 Local Getis' Ord GI
Figure 14: Buffer DV2 Local Getis' Ord GI

Figure 15: County DV1 Getis' Ord GI
Kriging

Kriging is an interpolation technique that is able to predict values in areas where no values exist. As with the Moran’s I and Getis’ Ord GI, kriging assumes spatial autocorrelation when predicting values as it weights those items closer more than those farther away. Kriging produces a continuous surface based off of known value points. In this study, it is acknowledged that recruitment levels are not continuous surfaces like precipitation or air density, but this technique can draw areas of high and low recruitment without being bound by the county or buffer boundaries.
ESRI's ArcGIS geostatistical analyst allows users to choose from six different kriging techniques. As mentioned above, kriging is designed to use samples that are taken from a phenomenon that is continuous in space; therefore, since the number of recruits per areal unit is not a continuous phenomenon all the different kriging methods were analyzed. Fifty different techniques were used to explore the data to determine which method best fit the data. Ultimately, the tests found very little difference between the six different techniques; thus, for this study Ordinary Kriging was used to create prediction maps.

**Figure 17: Semivariogram Example**

Each kriging method was created by using the exponential semivariograms with no anisotropy or direction selected (see Figure 17). The
search neighborhood included an eight-piece circle using 12 points for prediction with a minimum of 3 points per octant. In order to discuss which kriging method performed the best, the details will be discussed in detail in the following section.

The final step of ESRI's geostatistical analyst kriging method is a cross validation technique. The concept behind this technique is to remove each data point one at a time in order to predict its value, which is then compared to the measured value. Using the example in Figure 18, the cross validation output is

![Cross Validation Output Example](image)

**Figure 18: Cross Validation Output Example**
interpreted by comparing multiple indicators. According to ESRI’s technical
documentation (Johnston, 2001) the blue line is the best fit line that runs through
the data and it is optimal to have the points clustered close to the blue line. The
closer the blue line is to the grey-dashed line the more spatial autocorrelated the
data. A completely horizontal line would indicate that there was no spatial
autocorrelation in the data. Next, both the mean prediction error and the mean
standardized prediction error should be near zero, indicating that the errors are
normally distributed. The root-mean-square prediction error and the average
standard prediction error should be near one another, with the most optimal
values approaching zero. Lastly, the root-mean-square standardized prediction
error should be near one, indicating the kriging method performed well.

**Buffer Kriging Results**

Beginning with the buffer DV1 dataset, the kriging method performed
admirably as both the mean and mean standardized prediction errors were near
zero and the root-mean-square and average standard error were near each other.
Also, the root-mean-square standardized value was close to one. Lastly, the
kriging’s slope coefficient was .321, which is an admirable display of spatial
autocorrelation. By reviewing the associated QQ plot (See Figure 18), it is
evident that this kriging method had difficulty predicting the higher values within the data but performed well for those in the midrange (See Figure 18).

The weaknesses to the buffer DV1 kriging operation are that the root-mean-square and the average standard error, although close to one another, are not near zero. This indicates that when there is an error in predication, the predicted value is not close to the measured value. In regards to which areas this method predicted to have high number of recruits, it clearly highlighted the Midwest, Boston to Washington DC urban areas, the urban west coast areas, and

![Geostatistical Wizard: Step 1 of 1 - Cross Validation](image)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Prediction Errors</th>
<th>Included</th>
<th>X</th>
<th>Y</th>
<th>Measure</th>
<th>Predicted</th>
<th>Error</th>
<th>Stande</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Mean:</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>-2348300</td>
<td>400010</td>
<td>0.00005</td>
<td>1.375</td>
<td>1.375</td>
<td>1.2234</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Root-Mean-Square:</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>-2342500</td>
<td>366110</td>
<td>0.00005</td>
<td>1.3608</td>
<td>1.3607</td>
<td>1.2214</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Average Standard Error:</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>-2338400</td>
<td>376630</td>
<td>0.00005</td>
<td>1.4165</td>
<td>1.4165</td>
<td>1.2202</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mean Standardized:</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>-2337400</td>
<td>364580</td>
<td>0.00005</td>
<td>1.5523</td>
<td>1.5622</td>
<td>1.2192</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Root-Mean-Square Standardized:</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>-2331200</td>
<td>356560</td>
<td>0.00005</td>
<td>1.6374</td>
<td>1.6373</td>
<td>1.2168</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Samples: 4859 of 4859</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>-2324800</td>
<td>349030</td>
<td>0.00005</td>
<td>1.6824</td>
<td>1.6823</td>
<td>1.2171</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>-2318200</td>
<td>341500</td>
<td>0.00005</td>
<td>1.7814</td>
<td>1.7813</td>
<td>1.2162</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 19: Buffer DV1 Kriging QQ Plot
portions of the South (See Figure 20). The low prediction areas were primarily the great plain states and the interior mountain regions.

In reference to the buffer DV2 dataset, the results were dissimilar to the DV1 data. Both the mean and mean standardized values were closer to zero than the DV1 dataset but the root-mean-square and average standard error scores were farther apart, which caused the root-mean-square standardized value to be larger than one. The slope coefficient was a paltry .151, less than half of DV1’s coefficient, indicating a substantial departure of spatial autocorrelation.
Plot illustrates that the model had difficulty predicting the low areas and the high areas, but like DV1, did well in predicting those values in the middle (See Figure 21). Regardless of the weak results, this method did extrapolate four primary “hotspots” of recruit concentration which include the Los Angeles area, southeast Wyoming, and central Illinois. The low areas include the remainder of the study area (See Figure 22).

**Figure 21: Buffer DV2 Kriging QQ Plot**
Figure 22: Buffer DV2 Kriging Prediction Map

County Kriging Results

The county DV1 dataset's mean and mean standardized values were closer to zero and their root-mean square and average standard error scores were nearer each other than the buffer DV1 results; thus, causing the root-mean-square standardized value to be very close to one. These indications suggest the model performed exceedingly well in predicting the measured values; however, the slope coefficient, .238, did not measure up to buffer DV1's slope coefficient
QQ Plot indicates that this model had difficulty predicting the low values and the extreme high values (See Figure 23). The county DV1 prediction results seem to mirror those of the buffer DV1 map, with the largest concentrations being on the California coast and the Midwest. However, the major difference is that the buffer highlighted the Midwest as the strongest region whereas the county dataset illustrates California as the highest recruitment contributor (See Figure 24).

**Figure 23: County DV1 QQ Plot**
In terms of slope coefficient, the county DV2 model performed the worst of the four different models with a .045 slope coefficient, indicating nearly no spatial autocorrelation; however, in terms of the prediction errors, it performed the best. The mean and mean standardized scores were the closest to zero of any model, the root-mean-square and average standard error scores were closer to each other of the four, and it had the best root-mean-square standardized score (.9922) of them all. The QQ Plot indicates a rather shallow slope but most of the prediction plots are closely aligned with the prediction line with the exception of
the extreme negative values, indicating this model had difficulty predicting the lowest values (See Figure 25). When looking at the prediction map (See Figure 26), the results generally claim the western United States stronger than the eastern, with the exception of a small pocket of high predictions around Washington D.C.

![Figure 25: County DV2 QQ Plot](image-url)
Ultimately, the results of the kriging operation closely resembled those of the Getis' Ord GI method, which produced areas of high and low values. However, because kriging assumes spatial autocorrelation where points are taken from a phenomenon that is continuous in space, the output for this study could be flawed. Considering these assumptions, the county DV2 model performed the best as root-mean-square and average standard error scores were closer to zero even though it had the worst slope coefficient.
Geographic Weighted Regression

The final method used in this study was Geographic Weighted Regression, which is a regression technique developed by Stewart Fotheringham et al (2002) that takes into account local variation when predicting coefficients of determination. The concept that separates Geographic Weighted Regression from multiple linear regression is that multiple linear regression is a global model that treats all points as equal whereas Geographic Weighted Regression evaluates each point individually to determine the coefficient of determination for each location. Then, the overall adjusted R-Square average is assigned as the model’s overarching coefficient of determination.

First, it is necessary to illustrate the framework used in the GWR model for duplication purposes. A Gaussian model with a fixed kernel and an AIC bandwidth minimization technique was used for each model. Once the model was ran, the model’s adjusted R-Square, bandwidth, and independent variable significant scores were analyzed.

Buffer GWR Results

The buffer DV1 dataset produced an adjusted R-Square value of .228, which was a significant improvement over the global .057 adjusted R-Square. All
independent variables were found to be significant at the 99.9 percent level using a Monte Carlo significance test with the exception of Dist; hence, once again distance has proved to be an insignificant factor for predicting recruitment.

When analyzing the residuals, the model largely over predicted the urban buffer units while predicting the rural areas better. The Buffer DV2 dataset did not fare as well. It produced a miniscule .027 adjusted R-Square which was only .006 points better than the global indicator. Furthermore, none of the independent variables were found to be significant at any level.

County GWR Results

As expected, the county DV1 model performed the best overall with an adjusted R-Square .442 which was .142 points better than the global statistic. The Monte Carlo Significant test determined that the AD and PerCap variables were insignificant at any level and that the UnEmp variable was significant at the 95 percent level. All other variables were significant at the 99.9 percent level. Unlike the Buffer DV1 dataset, the residuals displayed a much more random pattern. The county DV2 only produced a .079 adjusted R-Square which was better than the global regression’s .019 adjusted R-Square value. Like the buffer DV2 model, none of the variables were significant.
A look at the individual adjusted R-Square values for each dataset reveals which areas the models performed the best. For the buffer DV1 model, it performed the best in the desert Southwest, Floridian tip, the Great Plains, Rocky Mountain States, and portions of the Midwest (See Figure 27). It performed the weakest in the East Coast States. The buffer DV2 model illustrates that the weakest predictions were on the East Coast and gradually increase to the West with the strongest predictions being on the Pacific Coast (See Figure 28). The county adjusted R-Square exhibited very little pattern with the exception in the upper latitude areas that had high adjusted R-Squares whereas the rest of the study area displayed a random pattern (See Figure 29). The county DV2 pattern only re- emphasized the DV1 areas with the strongest areas being in the upper latitude states (See Figure 30).
Figure 27: Buffer DV1 GWR Local R-Square Values
Figure 28: Buffer DV2 GWR Local R-Square Values
Figure 29: County DV1 GWR Local R-Square Values
Figure 30: County DV2 GWR Local R-Square Values
Contrasting the prediction maps to the adjusted R-Square maps, the buffer datasets exhibited different spatial patterns between the two different maps but the county maps appear similar. The buffer DV1 extrapolated areas of high recruits being in the Midwest, upper Pacific coast and portions of the South while areas of low recruits pan through the great plain states. The DV2 model exhibited a general random pattern with no distinguishable pattern with highs and low areas being adjacent to one another throughout. Both of the county models produced predictive maps with random distribution pattern.

The GWR models appear to have performed best compared to the other models tested evidenced by the statistical indications with both buffer and county DV1 datasets performing better than their DV2 counterparts.
Figure 31: Buffer DV1 GWR Predicted Values
Figure 32: Buffer DV2 GWR Predicted Values
County DV1 GWR Predicted Values

Figure 33: County DV1 GWR Predicted Values
Figure 34: County DV2 GWR Predicted Values

Chapter Summary

In retrospect, the spatially auto-correlated statistical techniques appear to have performed better than the multiple linear regression models by highlighting the local variation within the study area’s extent that promote recruitment. This characteristic gives these techniques a competitive edge in creating a model to predict the locations where recruits originate. However, in terms of this study’s goals, distance to a military installation has failed once again to prove its value as
a recruitment predictor. Nevertheless, by relying solely upon the statistics to determine which model performed the best and not utilizing the models to predict recruitment would be an oversight.
CHAPTER 6 – MODEL PERFORMANCE

Throughout this study the focus has been upon prediction. Therefore, instead of solely relying upon the statistical indicators to determine the best predictor, each model was used to predict the location of new recruits using the HoR2004 addresses. In order to accomplish this feat, the home address information was manipulated in the same fashion as the HoR0203 addresses. The predicted value results from the regression, factorial regression, Getis' Ord, kriging, and GWR models were then standardized in order to ensure commonality between all values. To determine how well the model predicted the FY2004 recruits, each model's predicted value was subtracted from the FY2004 value (measured value), leaving an error value. The model's variance statistic was then analyzed to determine how well the models performed, ultimately serving as the final discriminator as to which model performed the best (See Table 5).

Beginning with the buffer and county DV1 datasets, the county datasets performed better with the non-spatially correlated techniques and the GWR technique but the buffer dataset's local Getis' Ord and kriging techniques performed better. However, comparing the buffer and county DV2 models, the county dataset's methods outperformed the buffer dataset in every model.
### Table 5: Performance Results

#### County Descriptive Statistics

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Statistic</th>
<th>N</th>
<th>Range</th>
<th>Minimum</th>
<th>Maximum</th>
<th>Sum</th>
<th>Mean</th>
<th>Std Error</th>
<th>Std Variance</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Regression DV1</td>
<td>3,904</td>
<td>10.39</td>
<td>-6.84</td>
<td>3.54</td>
<td>1.42</td>
<td>0.0004</td>
<td>0.01520</td>
<td>0.94981</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Factorial DV1</td>
<td>3,904</td>
<td>13.75</td>
<td>-10.90</td>
<td>2.84</td>
<td>1.42</td>
<td>0.0004</td>
<td>0.01614</td>
<td>1.00817</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Getis' Ord DV1</td>
<td>3,904</td>
<td>7.30</td>
<td>-3.71</td>
<td>3.58</td>
<td>1.42</td>
<td>0.0004</td>
<td>0.01550</td>
<td>0.96871</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kriging DV1</td>
<td>3,904</td>
<td>8.91</td>
<td>-5.08</td>
<td>3.83</td>
<td>1.42</td>
<td>0.0004</td>
<td>0.01627</td>
<td>1.01650</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GWR DV1</td>
<td>3,904</td>
<td>5.71</td>
<td>-3.35</td>
<td>2.36</td>
<td>1.42</td>
<td>0.0004</td>
<td>0.01298</td>
<td>0.81117</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

#### Buffer Descriptive Statistics

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Statistic</th>
<th>N</th>
<th>Range</th>
<th>Minimum</th>
<th>Maximum</th>
<th>Sum</th>
<th>Mean</th>
<th>Std Error</th>
<th>Std Variance</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Regression DV2</td>
<td>4,862</td>
<td>14.38</td>
<td>-8.36</td>
<td>6.03</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>0.0000</td>
<td>0.01805</td>
<td>1.25865</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Factorial DV2</td>
<td>4,862</td>
<td>8.91</td>
<td>-3.69</td>
<td>5.22</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>0.0000</td>
<td>0.01904</td>
<td>1.32777</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Getis' Ord DV2</td>
<td>4,862</td>
<td>7.85</td>
<td>-3.78</td>
<td>4.07</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>0.0000</td>
<td>0.01258</td>
<td>0.87726</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kriging DV2</td>
<td>4,862</td>
<td>7.79</td>
<td>-3.25</td>
<td>4.54</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>0.0000</td>
<td>0.01344</td>
<td>0.93961</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GWR DV2</td>
<td>4,862</td>
<td>12.49</td>
<td>-8.56</td>
<td>3.93</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>0.0000</td>
<td>0.01477</td>
<td>1.02976</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
When analyzing the performance differences between the aspatial methods and the spatial methods, the county DV1 methods produced mixed variance results. However, the buffer DV1 spatial methods performed much better than the aspatial methods. The same pattern that existed between the county and buffer spatial and aspatial DV1 models held true with the county and buffer spatial and aspatial DV1 models.
CHAPTER 7 - CONCLUSION

In retrospect, the spatially auto-correlated statistical techniques performed better than the multiple linear regression models traditionally used in recruitment research when it comes to predicting where recruits originate. By focusing on the local instead of the global, recruitment prediction is given a competitive edge when it comes to finding the locations of new recruits. However, in terms of this study’s question, distance to a military installation has failed to prove its value as a recruitment predictor.

Does distance to a military installation serve as a significant predictor of recruitment? This study failed to reject the null hypothesis and concludes that distance to a military installation does not serve well in predicting recruitment. However, even though the variable “distance” did not fare well statistically, the spatially auto-correlated techniques performed admirably compared to the non-spatially correlated counterparts, suggesting that distance does play a role indirectly.

Discussion

The discussion session will be comprised of three sections. The first section addresses the buffer and county DV2 datasets and their relative poor performance in every statistical method. The second section will address the
distance question by focusing on the buffer framework. Lastly, the final section will address the objective of predicting where recruits originate.

Buffer and County DV2 Datasets

It is interesting that the DV2 variables did not perform well in this study, which is cause for some speculation for the reasons why. Perhaps one explanation lies with the technique of normalizing the independent variables. For the DV1 datasets, the population independent variables (race, veterans, and AD) were all normalized by the total population in the area, which was appropriate because the DV1 dependent variable included the raw number of recruits. On the other hand, for the DV2 variable, where the number of recruits was normalized by the 18-24 year old population, the population independent variables were still normalized by the entire population. Perhaps, if these independent variables were normalized by their associated 18-24 year old population, the performance of the model would increase. With the exception of this possibility, the reasons why the DV2 models performed so miserably elude me at this time.
Why distance didn’t make a difference?

As a result of the study’s findings, a question needs to be asked. “Why did the buffer dataset perform so poorly?” The answer to this question may go unanswered for many years but there are many possible explanations. First and perhaps most apparent is the method which demographic data were placed into the buffer dataset. To best illustrate the problems with inherent with this technique, an example of the buffer units around Luke Air Force Base, Arizona will be utilized (see Figure 24). For the county dataset, Maricopa County’s urban area contained the census information, which was different than the adjacent Maricopa County rural segment. However, due to the buffer dataset deriving its information from the county, adjacent buffer units within the county boundaries had similar information. In this example, the Maricopa County’s urban 10 kilometer, 20 kilometer, 30 kilometer, 40 kilometer, 50 kilometer, 60 kilometer, and 70 kilometer information were identical. The same is true of the rural buffer segments within Maricopa County. Therefore, with no difference within the demographic information but different numbers of recruits, it would be extremely difficult for the statistical software to accurately infer predictions in the buffer model.
Possibly another reason why the buffer dataset performed so poorly is the 10 kilometer framework. Although 10 kilometers was appropriate for this study given its hardware and software constraints, perhaps the influence a military installation exudes on the surrounding community is smaller than 10 kilometers. Therefore, a smaller buffer distance may illustrate the distance decay phenomena much clearer.

The final plausible reason for the buffer dataset’s poor performance lies simply with the use of census data instead of the individual recruit’s
demographic information. Had the recruit’s demographic information been available, it would have given two strengths to the study instead of causing a weakness. The first strength lies with the fact that the adjacent buffers would have been different instead of the same, as illustrated above; thus, giving the statistical software an advantage for making inferences about the dependent variable. The second strength with having the recruit’s demographic information is that comparisons could be made against the census demographic information and the individual demographic information. These comparisons could show if the census information adequately represented those individuals joining the service.

Recruit Location and Model Prediction

In reference to predicting where recruits originate, this section will discuss two methods: the buffer DV1 Getis Ord prediction model and the county GWR DV1 prediction model. By using only the recruit addresses, the buffer DV1 Getis Ord method displayed areas where recruits lived for the 2002/2003 dataset and also did an admirable job predicting the 2004 dataset’s location. The prediction Texas, the Northeast, and the highest concentration in the Midwest (see Figure 25). Then, when testing this model’s predictive capability, the variance of the
Figure 25: Getis Ord Prediction Model, showing areas of high and low recruits.

Figure 26: Getis Ord Performance Error, showing areas of over prediction error, no error, and under prediction error.
model's prediction error was .770. A look at the geographic variation of the error reveals which areas the model predicted well and which areas it did not. (see Figure 26). The majority of the error was in those areas that were included in the prediction's top and bottom twentieth percentile.

The county dataset's best predictor of recruitment produced different results than the buffer dataset. The GWR model predicted areas of high recruits and low recruits, but there exhibited no discernable pattern (see Figure 27). However, it must be noted that the GWR prediction's range was nearly one-third of the buffer dataset's. In terms of its performance error, the GWR model had difficulty predicting the same areas as the Getis Ord model; however, the GWR's prediction errors were reversed (see Figure 28).

Both the Getis Ord and the GWR error maps demonstrate one important message, "the location of some recruits can be predicted." Predicting locations of recruits instead of just the propensity of recruits gives the recruitment services a powerful tool, which can empower them to achieve their goals through an efficient and cost-effective means.
Figure 27: GWR Prediction Model, showing areas of high and low recruits.

Figure 28: GWR Performance Error, showing areas of over prediction error, no error, and under prediction error.
Propensity study comparison

When comparing this study's methods against the traditional propensity study methods, each method has its strengths and weaknesses. First, the propensity studies main strength is its length of service, for it can show trends over long periods of time. Another strength it possesses is that it also uses the demographic characteristics from the individuals. One of its weaknesses is that propensity is ineffective at predicting recruitment with 45 percent being its best predictability measure with another weakness is that it shows no geographic variation within its studies. By contrast, the GWR prediction model explained 44 percent of the variance within the data, essentially the same as the propensity studies, and showed geographic variation in the study area.

This study’s methods have its strengths and weaknesses as well. Its strongest attribute is that it does show geographic variation in the number of recruits and the demographic attributes used to predict recruitment. Furthermore, an additional strength is that it improved upon previous research through its use of the GWR method in explaining the variation within the data. Its biggest weakness is that it used census demographic data to try to predict recruitment instead of using the individual recruit's information. The thought behind the census’ use was trying to evaluate if different areas cultivated
recruitment. In hind sight, focusing on the individual instead of the area would probably have yielded better results. The other main weakness to this study was the buffer framework as described in the above sections.

With the strengths and weaknesses of both methods being taken into consideration, what this study hopefully has shown is that geographic variation needs to be taken into consideration when predicting recruitment regardless of method. This is a necessity because there are differences in the population throughout the United States and it needs to be taken into consideration.

Further Research

This study has broken away from the traditional means of recruitment research and attempted to look at recruitment from different perspective, the buffer framework. As with nearly any "new", it needs to be refined and improved upon in order to make it productive and accurate.

To begin with, it is important to note that the buffer framework shows its promise for an accurate prediction model for two reasons. The first reason is that in every method in this study, the buffer framework was able to clearly differentiate between different geographic regions, indicating a definite geographic component. The second reason is that by only using the coordinates
of the recruits address and the Getis Ord method, it was able to predict recruits nearly as well as the county’s GWR method, which shows its prediction ability.

The first improvement that needs to be made is that the individual recruit’s demographic information must be utilized. Using this information will negate the weakness described above in the “why distance didn’t matter” section. This change could effectively lead to showing that distance is a significant predictor of recruitment. However, as described above as well, perhaps the buffer distances need to be smaller, which is the second suggestion for improvement.

If the buffer distance was smaller, this could perhaps illustrate the military installations influence on its surrounding community better. However, in order to accomplish this technique, the researcher should ensure their hardware resources are capable of handling large statistical analyses that could potentially take weeks to finish its computations.

A method that would take into consideration the temporal aspects of the home of records, giving a stronger weight to more recent recruits and weaker weights to older recruit locations, would be an added benefit to prediction. By accounting for the temporal aspect in prediction, this would compensate for changes in demographic attitude patterns.
Another improvement to the demographic patterns lies with race categorization. Segal and Segal (2004) state that communities surrounding military installations are some of the least segregated in the county. With this in mind, instead of using individual race categories to predict recruitment, perhaps a measurement of segregation should be used. If a person feels at home in an un-segregated community, would that lead to feeling at home in the military?

Future research should implement veteran information that only include those veterans that served between the Korean War and the Persian Gulf War, as that roughly defines those individuals who would be in child-bearing age for an 18-24 year old recruit in 2006. Furthermore, if the recruits parent's veteran status can not be obtained, then the veteran information should be extrapolated at the census block group in order to refine the information, if hardware and software constraints can manage the large data sizes.

Lastly, if a method existed that could evaluate home of record locations without the need of a dependent variable, then perhaps this would be a feasible method for looking at this hypothesis in a new light. Near the end of this study, I explored a Nested Hierarchal Clustering technique with a software package named CrimeStat, which is designed to predict the location of crimes. This method did produce different areas that had significant clustering of recruits but
due to time constraints the results of this method were not analyzed to the extent needed for publication.

Thirty years ago, propensity studies were recruited in order to assess youths' attitudes and their likelihood of enlisting into an all-volunteer force. These studies have served the country well in its long and distinguished history, but perhaps it is time to retire the propensity studies and recruit a new method which more accurately predicts who will enlist and where they will enlist. With transformation being at the forefront of the Air Force leaders agendas, now is the time to act. A time to implement a newer, leaner, more efficient way of evaluating recruitment, which could empowered the recruitment efforts to focus their limited recruitment resources in areas where they will receive a better return on their investment.
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